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ABSTRACT 

A method for converting RELAP5 input models to TRAC/RELAP Advanced 
Computational Engine (TRACE) input models is presented. This procedure developed at 
Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) uses Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) and consists of 
14 steps, some compelling and some optional. Different methods for advanced displaying of 
the calculation results are also part of this conversion procedure. For exemplification the 
Achilles rig natural reflood test (ISP-25) was used. The TRACE input model was obtained 
from a previously developed RELAP5/MOD3.3 input model using the JSI RELAP5 to 
TRACE input model conversion procedure. After successfully converting the RELAP5 
Achilles natural reflood test input model to TRACE, a calculation of the 400 seconds transient 
was performed using the following TRACE versions: V5.0 Patch 1, V5.0 Patch 2, and the 
latest V5.0 Patch 3. In order to display in an advanced way the evolution of different 
phenomena during the transient, several animation models were developed using the post 
processing capabilities provided by SNAP. These animation models consist of basic 
animation models and additional animation masks. Besides animating the TRACE results they 
were also compared against experimental data using time graphs. Generally the TRACE 
calculation results of Achilles reflood test provide reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

RELAP5 [1] best estimate code developed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(USNRC) is one of the most commonly used light water reactor system code and numerous 
RELAP5 input models have been developed in the past. At present time, the development of 
RELAP5 computer code has been ceased in favor of the newer TRAC/RELAP Advanced 
Computational Engine (TRACE) computer code [2, 3]. Both RELAP5 and TRACE are 
compatible with the Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) [4] that provides a graphical 
user interface platform for model development, pre and post-processing, input deck database 
generation and input deck conversion. The RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion 
procedure [5], developed at “Jožef Stefan” Institute (JSI) is presented in this paper. The 
conversion procedure is exemplified using the RELAP5 input deck that was developed at JSI 
in the framework of the participation to the International Standard Problem no.25 (ISP-25) 
[6]. The basis for the ISP-25 was the natural reflood test performed on the Achilles separate 
effects test facility. The use of Achilles natural reflood test converted input deck gives also 
the possibility of code calculation results comparison. For this purpose, three versions of the 
TRACE code are compared against the experimental data: V5.0 Patch 1, V5.0 Patch 2, and 
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the latest V5.0 Patch 3. The fact that the input decks for all three code versions are essentially 
identical provides good ground for performing code comparison. Using SNAP, different 
modeling approaches for advanced post-processing of the results are presented using several 
animation models developed for the Achilles natural reflood test TRACE model. 

2 ACHILLES NATURAL REFLOOD TEST 

The Achilles natural reflood test was an experimental study performed at AEA Winfrith 
Technology Center, Dorchester, UK in 1991 [6]. This experiment investigated the end phase 
of the accumulator injection in the primary system of a Pressurized Water Reactor and the 
heat transfer in the core during the reflood phase of a postulated large break loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA). A simplified schematic of the test facility configuration for best estimate 
natural reflood test is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of Achilles test facility natural reflood configuration (adapted from 

[6]) 

The Achilles natural reflood test procedure started by heating the electric simulated core 
and the shroud vessel to the required temperatures. The core consisted of 69 3.66m long 
electrically heated rods corresponding to Westinghouse 17x17 geometry. Steam was 
circulated through the facility until saturation pressure and temperature was reached. When all 
initial conditions were achieved, the valve located between the downcomer and the simulated 
vessel opened (15 in Fig. 1). The water in the downcomer entered the core under the 
combined effect of nitrogen pressure and gravity head. After the decay of the flow oscillations 
that were naturally occurring at the beginning of the transient, the reflooding of the core was 
continued by pumped water injection. 
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3 RELAP5 TO TRACE INPUT DECK CONVERSION PROCEDURE AND 
TRACE INPUT MODEL SPECIFICATIONS 

3.1 RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion procedure 

The JSI RELAP5 to TRACE input deck conversion procedure is based on SNAP and 
covers a wide range of aspects related to input deck conversion, cross reference of the input 
data, post processing of calculation results and generation of animation models. A schematic 
of the IJS RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion procedure is presented in Figure 2 and 
it consists of 14 steps that are briefly explained as follows: 

-Step 1: Adaptation of legacy RELAP5 input deck to RELAP5/MOD3.3 input deck. In 
the case of older RELAP5 input decks, the first requirement of the conversion procedure is to 
adapt the input American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) file to the 
RELAP5/MOD3.3 input format. This step is necessary as SNAP does not support RELAP5 
versions older than MOD3.3. ASCII file modifications are needed mostly because of new 
options included in newer versions of RELAP5 code. 

-Step 2: Import adapted RELAP5/MOD3.3 ASCII input deck into SNAP. By importing 
the RELAP5 input deck into SNAP, the RELAP5 model is generated by SNAP in Model 
Editor, including optional Hydraulic Components View and Control Systems View. Ideally, 
the SNAP generated RELAP5 model, should be error-free before the next step can be 
performed. 

-Step 3: Manually arrange the Hydraulic Components View. The automatically 
generated Hydraulic Components View can be manually arranged by the user in order to 
provide a clearer graphical representation of the model nodalization. It is highly 
recommended that this step is performed before converting the model to TRACE, mainly 
because during the RELAP5 to TRACE conversion, the Hydraulic Components View layout 
is preserved. Moreover, the Hydraulic Components View can serve as the basis for 
developing animation models. This option is further discussed in steps 6 and 14 of the 
conversion procedure. 

-Step 4: Export RELAP5 Model Notebook. A RELAP5 Model Notebook can be 
generated, containing comprehensive information regarding model options, hydraulic 
components, control systems, heat structures and materials. 

-Step 5: Perform RELAP5 calculation. The RELAP5 calculation data may be used as 
source data for the RELAP5 animation model but can also be used for cross-referencing the 
automatically generated hydraulic diameters in the converted TRACE model. 

-Step 6: Create animation model for RELAP5. This optional step can be performed in 
order to generate an animated representation of the RELAP5 calculation results. Using SNAP 
post-processing capabilities, different variations of animation models can be generated. The 
basic animation model consists of RELAP5 model Views copied to an animation model. In 
this case the source data channels are already specified in the SNAP animation model. Several 
additional animation masks may be generated. These models can also be employed for the 
animation of the TRACE calculation by specifying the data channels available in the TRACE 
output file. 

-Step 7: Convert RELAP5 model to TRACE model. The conversion of the RELAP5 
input model to TRACE input model is performed in SNAP Model Editor using the RELAP5 
to TRACE conversion tool. 

-Step 8: Check and resolve TRACE model errors. After converting the RELAP5 input 
model to TRACE, a pre-run error checking can be performed using Model Editor Check 
Model command. Usually, the converted TRACE model is not error free and it is 
recommended that all errors identified by SNAP should be manually corrected before the first 
TRACE run can be performed. At this point different modifications in the TRACE model can 
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be performed. In the case of Achilles natural reflood test the conversion errors and TRACE 
model improvements are presented in section 3.2 of this paper. 

-Step 9: Export TRACE Model Notebook. Using SNAP, a model notebook for the 
TRACE input model may be generated. 

-Step 10: Model Notebooks comparison. At this step the TRACE model input data can 
be checked against the RELAP5 model input data using the generated model notebooks. 
Consistency checks may be done for geometry data, control systems, model options etc.  

-Step 11: Perform TRACE calculation. In this step, the first calculation is performed to 
check for errors reported by the TRACE computer code. 

-Step 12: Check for TRACE errors. The errors not identified by SNAP Check Model 
command are identified in the TRACE output file. 

-Step 13: Resolving TRACE errors. All errors identified in the previous step need to be 
corrected. Once all errors are eliminated, the TRACE calculation can be performed, and the 
calculated results can be used as source data for the animation model. 

-Step 14: Create TRACE animation model (optional). The simplest model (basic 
animation model) is created by using the already available TRACE Hydraulic View. Such an 
approach presents high efficiency as the source data channels are already specified for the 
animation model components. More advanced animation masks may be also created by using 
SNAP Animation Model tools. 

 
Figure 2: JSI RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion 
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3.2 Input model specifications 

The Achilles RELAP5/MOD3.3 input model was generated from a previously 
developed RELAP5/MOD2 input model. The RELAP5/MOD2 input model nodalization is 
presented in Figure 3 and it consists of 50 volumes, 50 junctions and 13 heat slabs. The 
nitrogen vessel is modelled using one Accumulator component containing also the surge line 
model. The two steam separators were modelled using RELAP5 branch component. In order 
to adapt the RELAP5/MOD2 input deck to RELAP5/MOD3.3, additional left and right 
boundary data were specified for the heat structures and the steam separators were modelled 
with RELAP5 separator model component. 

 
Figure 3: RELAP5 input model nodalization 

The TRACE input model was obtained through semi-automatic conversion of the 
RELAP5/MOD3.3 input model, using the JSI RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion 
procedure described in the previous section. Several modifications were made to the TRACE 
input model after conversion, which can be classified into two categories: modifications 
related to conversion issues and modifications related to model improvement. 

3.2.1 TRACE input model modifications related to conversion issues 

The nitrogen vessel modeled by Accumulator component in the RELAP5 input model 
was converted to Liquid separator pipe type in TRACE. The pipe type was manually changed 
to Accumulator. The Accumulator surge line present in the RELAP5 input model as a part of 
the Accumulator component was not preserved in the converted TRACE model and was 
modeled using a Pipe component. The nitrogen non-condensable gas option and reflood 
model option were not successfully converted to the TRACE input model, and were specified 
accordingly. The hydraulic diameters for the Hydraulic Components in the TRACE model 
were either recalculated or obtained from the RELAP5/MOD3.3 calculation output file. In 
addition, the wall-roughness for various Hydraulic Components was not preserved during the 
conversion procedure and was manually inserted in the TRACE converted model. The 
identification of some of these conversion drawbacks was useful for the purpose of converting 
other RELAP5 input decks to TRACE input decks where these errors were recurring [7]. 
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3.2.2 TRACE input deck modifications related to model improvement 

The two steam separators modelled with Pipe component in the RELAP5 input model 
were replace by two TRACE specialized Separator components and two Pipe components 
representing the upper part of the steam separator. The pumped water inlet was connected to a 
new Tee component and consequently relocated closer to the bottom of the downcomer. The 
length of pipe connecting the lower plenum with the water inlet junction was modified so that 
this connection complies with the experimental facility geometry data. The centrifugal steam 
separator at the top of the test section in the Achilles test facility, which was not included in 
the RELAP5 input model, was simulated in the TRACE input model by specifying a 700 
reverse loss coefficient friction factor at the top of the test section. For the Heat Structure 
component that simulates the electrical heater rods, the Fine Mesh Reflood option was 
activated. The additional Lower and Upper initial temperatures required by the TRACE input 
model were added. The Axial Conduction model and Liquid Level Tracking model were also 
used for the TRACE input model. Most importantly, the nodalization of the fuel rod model 
was improved comparing to our earlier TRACE input model [8] by increasing the number of 
the Heat Structure axial levels and radial mesh points and also adjusting the position of the 
first radial node in order to provide a better approximation of the Achilles facility kanthal 
heating coil volume (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Achilles fuel rod simulator (adapted from [6]) and TRACE Heat Structure 
radial nodes 

The latest SNAP nodalization for the Achilles TRACE input model is presented in 
Figure 5 and it comprises of 37 hydraulic components with a core test section nodalization 
divided in 13 cells, and a downcomer nodalization of 11 cells. 
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Figure 5: TRACE input model nodalization 

 

4 RESULTS  

The Achilles natural reflood 400 seconds transient was calculated using three versions 
of the TRACE code (V5.0 Patch 1, V5.0 Patch 2, and the latest V5.0 Patch 3) and the results 
were compared against the experimental data. It is important to note that the input decks for 
all three calculations are essentially identical providing good ground for performing code 
comparison. 

The TRACE calculations have a tendency to underpredict the quench front time for the 
test sections located at lower and medium elevations as can be observed in Figure 6 (1.084 m 
elevation) and Figure 7 (2.01 m elevation). The tendency to underpredict the quench times for 
the test sections located at higher elevation is maintained by the TRACE V5.0 Patch 2 and 
V5.0 Patch 3 calculation, however, the TRACE V5.0 Patch 1 calculation is characterized by 
an overprediction of the rods quench times (Figure 8). This trend can also be observed in the 
quench front progression (Figure 9) that is clearly overpredicted by the TRACE V5.0 Patch 1 
for the higher elevations in the core. It is also observed that the rod cladding temperatures are 
overpredicted by all TRACE calculations for higher elevations in the core but for low and 
medium elevations the TRACE results are in close agreement with the experimental values. 

The static pressure at various elevations in the test section present a strong oscillatory 
behavior for all three TRACE calculations but, excepting the initial pressure peak, the 
pressure trend at the top of the upper plenum predicted by all TRACE versions is in 
agreement with the experimental data (Figure 10). The core collapsed liquid level predicted 
by the TRACE calculations exhibit the same oscillatory characteristic (Figure 11). The 
TRACE V5.0 Patch1 calculation of this parameter presents the closest match to the 
experimental values especially during the last stages of the transient. The downcomer 
collapsed liquid level parameter was not successfully matched by either of the TRACE 
calculations (Figure 12). The reason for this may be the rough nodalization of the downcomer 
and the fact that the collapsed liquid level parameter is calculated based on the void fraction 
of the cells in the downcomer model. 
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Figure 6: Rod cladding temperature at 1.084 m elevation 

 

 
Figure 7: Rod cladding temperature at 2.01 m elevation 

 

 
Figure 8: Rod cladding temperature at 3.579 m elevation 
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Figure 9: Quench front progression 

 

 
Figure 10: Pressure at the top of the upper plenum 

 

 
Figure 11: Core collapsed liquid level 
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Figure 12: Downcomer collapsed liquid level 

Advanced post-processing of the results is possible by using the SNAP animation model 
[4, 9, 10]. For the purpose of graphically displaying the TRACE calculation data of the 
Achilles natural reflood test, several animation models were created using the methods 
described in section 3.1 of this paper. A basic animation mask using the SNAP Model Editor 
TRACE nodalization is presented in Figure 13 and presents void fraction and pressure 
calculated with TRACE V5.0 Patch3 for different Hydraulic Components in the model at 
256.8 seconds in the transient. More elaborated additional animation masks can be also 
created using the tools available in SNAP Animation model. To exemplify, Figure 14 shows 
in parallel the core condition calculated with TRACE V5.0 Patch 1, Patch 2 and Patch 3 at 
125 seconds. Another approach that makes use of the Animation Bean component in SNAP is 
presented in Figure 15, showing different parameters calculated with TRACE V5.0 Patch 3. 

 
Figure 13: Basic animation mask for the TRACE V5.0 Patch 3 calculation 
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Figure 14: Core condition animation mask 

 
Figure 15: System view animation mask for the TRACE V5.0 Patch 3 calculation 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The JSI RELAP5 to TRACE input model conversion procedure was described and 
exemplified. This conversion procedure is based on SNAP and it consists of 14 steps. The 
Achilles input deck for the ISP-25 natural reflood test was successfully converted from a 
legacy RELAP5 input deck and the converted TRACE model has been improved. Besides the 
demonstration of the conversion procedure, a comparison of the Achilles natural reflood test 
simulation results was performed, using TRACE V5.0 Patch 1, V5.0 Patch 2, and the latest 
V5.0 Patch 3. Generally the TRACE calculations results of Achilles reflood test provide 
reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The presentation of the calculation results 
in an advanced way using SNAP animation models was illustrated using several animation 
masks that provide additional insight into transient progression. 
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